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How to change Kindle Fire keyboard 

Posted by Eddie on 9/30/2013 12:52:05 AM. 

One of my friends once complained that the Kindle Fire's original keyboard is so 

small that he can't enter the right words sometimes. What he said is really true. The 

letters on the Kindle Fire keyboard are very close. You have to be careful to not input 

in the wrong letter. This issue has an easy solution on Android device - you can 

easily replace the original keyboard with a third party keyboard app. But it becomes 

a serious problem on Kindle Fire as you can't set any other keyboard in the setting 

menu, or more strictly speaking, you can't find the option. You may have installed 

some keyboard apps on Kindle Fire but it seems like you have no way to activate 

them. 

Is it really impossible to change the Kindle Fire's original keyboard? Of course not. 

You can't change the keyboard because Amazon has hidden this feature. But on a 

rooted Kindle Fire, nothing is really "hidden". Just a tiny trick and we can make the 

third party keyboard activated. Read the following tutorial and you'll get to know it. 

1 Root Kindle Fire and allow installation of applications  

Rooting is needed as we have to get permission to modify system files. Here I 

suggest you refer to these rooting tutorials: 

How to root Kindle Fire 

Rooting Kindle Fire with one click 

 

As you need to install third party apps, you have to allow installation of application of 

your Kindle Fire. Go to "Settings" – "Device" and enable the option "Allow Installation 

of Applications". 

https://plus.google.com/111941917659586286024
http://www.epubor.com/how-to-root-kindle-fire.html
http://ebookconverter.blogspot.com/2013/07/root-kindle-fire-with-one-click.html
http://www.epubor.com/
http://www.epubor.com/
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2 Install keyboard app  

The Amazon Kindle App store doesn't provide any keyboard apps. But you can get 

many keyboard apps from Google Play. Here is a tutorial for how to install Google 

Play on Kindle Fire. Or you can search "android keyboard app" on the Internet. I 

suggest you visit download.pandaapp.com to get keyboard apps.  

There are many good keyboard apps. I choose the ICS keyboard. It's the original 

keyboard of Android 4.0. This keyboard has big operating area and the letters are 

separated in reasonable distance that could reduce the risk of wrong typing. 

 

3 Move keyboard app to system directory  

http://www.epubor.com/how-to-install-google-play-on-kindle-fire.html
http://www.epubor.com/how-to-install-google-play-on-kindle-fire.html
http://download.pandaapp.com/
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In this step we need to copy the keyboard app to system directory so that Kindle Fire 

could "recognize" it. You need a file manager. Here I choose the ES File Explorer. 

You can download it from the Amazon Kindle App store. 

Open ES File Explorer and navigate to this path: /data/app. You can find the ICS 

keyboard app. The app name may not like ICS keyboard. You can find it by the app 

icon. 

 

Tap the ICS keyboard and choose "Copy". Then navigate to /system/app and paste 

the app here. 

 

 

4 Reboot device and install keyboard again  

Reboot your Kindle Fire and navigate to /system/app again. Find the ICS keyboard 

app and tap it. A request will pop up to ask if you want to replace it. Tap "OK" and 

install it. 
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Now go to anywhere you will use keyboard. Let's take the search box on the home 

page fox example. Tap the search box and you just see the original Kindle Fire 

keyboard as usual. Press the white search box and a small window will pop up to let 

you choose the input method. Tap the "Input Method" and you will see the ICS 

keyboard. Tap to choose it. Then you can see the keyboard has changed into ICS 

keyboard! 
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The new ICS keyboard is much better than the original Kindle Fire keyboard. The 

letters are bigger and they are separated. If you want to switch back to the original 

keyboard, just press on anywhere you can type words and choose the input method. 

But this trick has a tiny bug: if you reboot the device again, then the third party 

keyboard app may crash and the warning window will pop up every few seconds. 

Just like this: 
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Not all keyboard apps have this problem. I guess it's the incompatibility. How to 

solve this? Very simple. Open ES File Explorer and go to /system/app once again. 

Find the keyboard app you just installed. Tap and reinstall it then the problem gets 

solved. If you have any solutions to figure out this bug, please reply to this post. I 

would appreciate it. 

This PDF is generated upon http://www.epubor.com/how-to-change-kindle-fire-

keyboard.html, the original author is Epubor. 

http://www.epubor.com/how-to-change-kindle-fire-keyboard.html
http://www.epubor.com/how-to-change-kindle-fire-keyboard.html
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